
Instruction manual Surrender of Capacity (SOC)    
     
This instruction manual will guide shippers through the process of how to send a request 
for a SOC via Prisma to Gasunie Transport Services (GTS).     
Before you process a request for a SOC on Prisma,  please check the conditions first as 
mentioned on our website.    
     
1. Please visit the website of Prisma: https://platform.prisma-capacity.eu/; and log in: 
Please make sure your company is already a registered party on Prisma. 
 

 
 
 
2. Via Contract Details, go to Capacity Surrender Request: 
   

     
 
  



3a. Please fill in the data required to fulfill a request, as shown in the example below for 
unbundled capacity: 
    

 
 
  



3b. Or: fill in the data required to fulfill a request, as shown in the example below for 
bundled capacity:    
Please make sure you know the preferred deal ID, before you fill in the Capacity 
Surrender Request. 
    

 
     
  



Explanation: 
 
Capacity Return Information: Please select Deal ID (preferred for bundled capacity) or 
Old Contract/no Deal ID available (unbundled capacity);  the Deal ID is available in 
Prisma (see two screenshots below to find your Deal ID and Contract ID) 
 
Period*: select the period; start date and end date 
 
Product type: Unbundeld/Bundled Product (SOC of bundled capacity is only possible via 
the Prisma website by the shipper, not via a request form) 
 
TSO: Gasunie Transport Services B.V. (in case of unbundled capacity); in case of 
bundled capacity: select both TSO's 
 
Network Point: select network point and direction 
 
Contract ID: starting with 800XXXXXXX; ID to be found in GTS' online application 
Gasport as well in Prisma 
 
Portfolio Code: this is the Gasunie Shipper code in CAPITALS, starting with GS 
 
Capacity: enter the requested capacity in kWh/h 
 
GTC: please accept the GTCs of GTS (in case of bundled capacity: of both TSO's) 
Capacity Return: do not forget to enter the button Capacity Return! 
     
* Period: In case you want to add a SOC request for a flat profile for one period of 
several full gas years (of one contract ID): each gas year has to be requested 
separately. 
Also for quarters or months: each request for a quarter or a month has to be requested 
separately. The end date is always the first day of a month at 06:00:00 h (LET). 
If you want to request a "profiled" SOC, please send a request for each flat "range".  
     
  



If you do not know your Deal ID, you can find it via Prisma menu: Bookings\Your 
bookings\Action: 
   

     
     
Click button Action\View details; then your Order ID (which is GTS' booking ID) and Deal 
ID are shown: 
    

    
  



4. After you have confirmed the Capacity Return button of step 3, the following screen 
appears in case all data are correct filled in: 
Please confirm (again) by clicking the button Confirm Capacity Return 
 

   
   
5. Confirmation by Prisma:    
In case the request for the SOC has been accepted, Prisma confirms by You Have 
Successfully Submitted Your Return. 
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